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CALENDAR
February: Caversham Wildlife Park fundraiser
March 30: Whiteman Park EnviroFest
April 13: QV1 Descent fundraiser

FROM THE CHAIR
With so much going on with Gilbert’s Potoroo
and GPAG over the past year we have decided
that it was time to revitalise our newsletter. This
will help keep our members and supporters
informed of the hard work being done by DBCA
in implementing the Gilbert’s Potoroo recovery
program and all the new initiatives underway by
GPAG and other community members to help
achieve our aims of awareness raising, fundraising and volunteering.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone who worked so hard during 2018 to
raise awareness of the plight of Gilbert’s Potoroo
and money to help support its recovery. We are
looking forward to continued efforts in 2019 –
the 25th anniversary year of the rediscovery of
Gilbert’s Potoroo!

Meeting with Threatened Species
Commissioner
On May 28, 2018, I met with the new Threatened
Species Commissioner, Dr Sally Box at the Albany
DBCA offices, together with Oliver Tester, her
PA. We discussed the history of GPAG and its
involvement with the Recovery Plan and in
particular, the trial translocation to Middle
Island. She was very appreciative of our involvement as a volunteer group with the support for
the conservation of the Gilbert’s Potoroo. At the
time, the final outcome of the trial [second
stage] had not been completed, but she was very
supportive of the direction in which things were
going. We are looking forward to continuing to
work with Dr Box to do what we can to help
secure Gilbert’s Potoroo recovery.
Ron Dorn

Contact us: Email: mail@potoroo.org, Mail: PO Box 654, Albany, WA 6331
Visit us: www.potoroo.org
Follow us:
@gilbertspotoroo
@GilbertsPotorooActionGroup

RECOVERY PROGRAM UPDATE
MIDDLE ISLAND TRANSLOCATION SUCCESS!!
Gilbert’s potoroo translocation to Middle Island, Recherche Archipelago
By Tony Friend
In March 2017 the Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group was awarded a grant of $250,000 under the
Commonwealth’s Threatened Species Recovery Fund for the establishment of a new insurance population
of Gilbert’s potoroos, on Middle Island in the Archipelago of the Recherche. The funding was to support a
project over 18 months commencing in May 2017. This project was run in collaboration with DBCA.
The translocation proposal to establish potoroos on Middle Island was approved on 25 June 2017. This
proposed a two-stage translocation where progress to the second stage depended on the results of two
trial translocations, the first in winter and the second in late summer. The criteria for success for each
translocation required a) survival of 75% of the translocated individuals after four weeks and b) return to
within 10% of release weight after four weeks by all surviving animals.
Trial translocations were undertaken in July 2017 and February 2018 and the Potoroos intensively
monitored. Radio-tracking data from the July trial indicated that the granite habitat on the island was
preferred by the Potoroos. Diet studies were also undertaken and found that the number of fungi species
eaten compared well with Two Peoples Bay and Bald Island.
The results of both trials were reviewed by the Gilbert’s
potoroo recovery team, who recommended to the Executive
Director, Biodiversity and Conservation Science, that the full
translocation go ahead. This was swiftly approved. As the
four summer trial animals were still on the island and the
plan for the full translocation was for 10 animals to be
released, just six more potoroos were added. On 14 July
2018, three males and three females were captured on Bald
Island, transported by helicopter and car before overnighting
in Esperance, then released on the side of the Flinders Peak
ridge on Middle Island the next afternoon. The first
subsequent trip to monitor the potoroos was completed
in late September.

Above: A very wet looking Dr Tony Friend
releasing one of the final group of Potoroos
onto Middle Island. Photo: DBCA
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VOLUNTEERING
Follow up trapping on Middle Island
By Ken Bushell
With the establishment of Middle Island as the Gilbert’s Potoroo’s newest
home (& third “insurance” population) came the opportunity for Ken
Bushell to get in some volunteer hours by joining DBCA’s Tim Button on a
trip to the island primarily to recover tail transmitters with GPS pods from
the 6 recently released Potoroos (Photo at right: Tim Button searching for
signals to recover the transmitters).
Although cut short by bad weather forecasts the trip was successful with all
6 transmitters & GPSs recovered after being dropped by the animals. Once
downloaded the GPS data will provide good information on the range & areas frequented & preferred by
the animals. The opportunity was also taken to set the trap lines for 1 night only, capturing 1 Potoroo from
the summer trial group & 1 from the recent release group. Both were found in excellent condition giving
greater hope for the future. Around 20 truffle species have been identified on the island which will provide
a good food source.

Left: A recovered tail transmitter. Centre and Right: One of the captured Potoroos being checked for size and
condition. All photos by Ken Bushell

Middle Island is fairly remote being the largest island in
The Recherche Archipelago & located off Cape Arid
east of Esperance. The island was home to Australia’s
only recorded pirate Black Jack Anderson who arrived
on a stricken whaler in the early 19th century &
controlled the islands & waters of the archipelago for
10 years. Middle Island also has a quite spectacular
land-locked “pink” lake (Lake Hillier pictured right by
Ken Bushell) which is considered as a wetland of
regional significance.
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Edith Cowan University Work Integrated Learning (WIL) Students
From August to November 2018, GPAG had two Edith Cowan University students working alongside
communications officer Jackie Courtenay on online communications tasks as part of a Work Integrated
Learning placement. The students were a huge help over the three months undertaking a range of
communications tasks and we hope that they found the experience of working with a volunteer
community group worthwhile. We are looking forward to continuing the program with a new group of
students in 2019. In the following profiles, the students introduce themselves and explain why they chose
GPAG for their work integrated learning placement:
Hi, my name is Amber McClintock and I am currently completing my
Bachelor of Science in Environmental Management and Conservation
Biology at ECU. I have recently been given the opportunity to complete
some work experience with Gilberts Potoroo Action Group. I jumped at the
chance to volunteer with trapping activities down in Albany as well as to
work alongside Jackie Courtenay with online communication tasks for the
semester. I chose GPAG because I had recently completed an assignment
on Gilbert’s Potoroo. The knowledge I gained of both the Gilbert’s Potoroo
Action Group and the animal itself inspired me to want to get involved in
helping to raise awareness for this critically endangered marsupial. While
down in Albany I got to see, and hold, a female Potoroo with pouch young.
It was an amazing experience and I am now one of the lucky few who has got to see this rare animal in the
wild. I’m hoping through my work with GPAG that I will gain more knowledge on the species and an
increased understanding of the behind the scenes work that goes into the conservation of an endangered
species.
Hi, my name is Lu Lu. I am an international student studying at Edith Cowan
University. I come from China and I studied at the Beijing University of
Agriculture. I have lived in Australia for nearly one year. I am doing units in
the Bachelor of Science in Environmental Management as well as in Beijing.
This is my last semester at ECU. I am glad that I can have the opportunity to
work with the Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group (GPAG) as a volunteer. Jackie
Courtenay is my supervisor for this Work Integrated Learning placement.
She is a kind person and gives me lots of advice. I want to do something for
the environment and ecology, so working with GPAG is a good chance to
help protect this endangered species. Working online and helping with
GPAG’s social media campaign is developing my experience and
understanding a lot. I will try my best to help GPAG and love the Gilbert’s Potoroo.
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“Quarantine Team” win Harry Butler Champion Award
The Chevron Quarantine Team are a group of passionate professionals, who have worked together for
around a decade, on Chevron’s megaproject, Gorgon, which is located on the environmentally sensitive
Barrow Island. As part of a team building event one year, the Quarantine leadership team challenged their
group to see how much of a difference they could really make for Australia’s rarest mammal, the Critically
Endangered Gilbert’s Potoroo. Since then, they have raised funds and awareness through various activities
including City to Surf, Rottnest Swim, abseiling down the QV1 building, and selling chocolates and honey. In
July, they were recognized for this effort by the Harry Butler Legacy Project, which recognises
environmental excellence among groups and individuals. The awards are judged on pillars including
environmental impact, innovation, interaction and engagement, sustainability and commitment.
This award has provided a great platform to really promote awareness of the Potoroo, and the work of
GPAG. You can read more about the award and one of the award winners, Shona Enderby, at the following
link https://www.ausgroupltd.com/news/conservation-work-receives-harry-butler-award/
In 2017 Jenna and Shona swung off WA’s highest bridge in a State first (Gilbey even had a go – check it out
on You Tube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFVBc08Hl0k).
In 2018 we increased our jumping team numbers to FOUR. As noted below, the jump was held on
December 1 at the Dawesville Cut Bridge and raised $3777 for Gilbert’s Potoroo.
Congratulations to the “Quarantine Team” for their well-deserved award and for all their ongoing work
and dedication to helping save Gilbert’s Potoroo. We are so proud of them all.

Left: The Quarantine Team receiving their awards at Chevron – from left Jenna van Niekerk, Caroline Moran, Kristen
Horton, and Barbara Marks. Right: Shona Enderby who was unable to be at the presentation was photographed later
with her award.
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FUNDRAISING AND COMMUNITY AWARENESS
Current and Upcoming Fundraisers
Caversham Wildlife Park 2019 Fundraiser
For the third consecutive year, Caversham Wildlife Park are raising
funds for Gilbert’s Potoroo and the Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group as
part of their monthly Wildlife Conservation Fundraising program. Their
fundraiser for Gilbert’s Potoroo this year is being held during the month
of February. Caversham Wildlife Park is a great place for a family outing
so why not hop down there and check out the wildlife and leave a
donation to help Gilbert’s Potoroo while you are there. You can find
out more about Caversham Wildlife Park by visiting their website
http://www.cavershamwildlife.com.au

Whiteman Park EnviroFest
The Whiteman Park EnviroFest is being held on March 30 and, all going to plan, GPAG are hoping to have a
stall there to sell some merchandise to raise funds and have some displays and videos to help raise
awareness about Gilbert’s Potoroo. Follow us on Facebook (@GilbertsPotorooActionGroup) and/or Twitter
(@gilbertspotoroo) for updates over the next few weeks.

QV1 Abseil
Promotion of our next major fundraiser with Urban Descent –
an abseil off the QV1 building in Perth – is now underway. We
have a team of five daredevils already signed up to participate
in the abseil with a goal of raising $5000 for Gilbert’s Potoroo.
Team Gilbert’s Potoroo will complete their abseil on April 13 so
they have just under two months to raise the money! You can
check out our fundraising page at
https://www.mycause.com.au/page/192353/team-gilbertspotoroo or if you want to join our team and participate yourself
you can also register from the Team Gilbert’s Potoroo page or
from the Home page. All welcome to join the team, and any
donations or shares around your networks are gratefully
appreciated. See below for details of our last Urban Descent
fundraiser, the Dawesville Bridge Swing, held last December.

Potoroo photo courtesy Dick Walker &
GPAG, lettering added by Jackie Courtenay
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Recently Completed and Ongoing Fundraisers
Dawesville Bridge Swing
Urban Descent Events was back with the Dawesville Bridge
Swing for a second year with the event run on December 1 at
the Dawesville Bridge, Rod Ct, Wannanup, from 1 pm to 5 pm.
Four participants (three from the award winning “Quarantine
Team” – see above - and one of our Edith Cowan University
Work Integrated Learning students) completed the swing and
between them raised a much needed $3777 for the Gilbert’s
Potoroo Action Group.
Kaylee Meerton from the Mandurah Mail wrote a terrific article
about the swing, GPAG and Gilbert’s Potoroo and we even
managed to include a plug for the QV1 Descent coming up in
April 2019 (see above). Our mascot, Gilbey, was there to support
the team but did not swing this year (she participated last year).
You can read Kaylee’s article, which includes video of Shona
Enderby’s swing as well as Gilbey’s swing from 2017 here:
Above (from
https://bit.ly/2Lg7zzR.
Above:
The left): The 2018 Dawesville
You can also view Gilbey’s 2017 Swing on YouTube here:
https://www.youtube.com/Gilbey Bridge Swing

Bridge Swing Team - Amber McClintock,
Johann Van Der Merwe, Caroline Moran and
Shona Enderby with Gilbey after completing
their swings. Photo: Leigh Whisson

2018 Wine Fundraiser
The Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group once again offered a selection of Jingalla's
award winning wines with proceeds going directly towards the conservation of
Gilbert's Potoroo. Orders closed on December 7 for pre-Christmas delivery and
with their beautiful labels they always make a lovely Christmas gift and
conversation starter. Labelling of over 500 bottles was successfully completed
on December 9 and orders were shipped on December 10 in time for Christmas.
Thank you once again to Jingalla Wines and to everyone who supported us by
buying wines. Overall the wine sales raised $3154!!

Guildford Grammar Shoe Shining
In 2018 six Guildford Grammar Year 4 students - Tatem, Josh, Mitchell, Albie, Caleb and Orlando – took on
an initiative to support the Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group as an activity for their service training which
they thought up and organised themselves. The students shone both students’ and staff members’ shoes
every Friday for donations to the cause. The students raised a total of $130 in 2018 and shoe shining has
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commenced for 2019 with the founding group, who are now Year 5s, providing mentoring for the new Year
4s. A visit to the school with Gilbey to launch the shoe shining is planned for early in 2019.
It is terrific to see young students showing so much initiative, commitment and enthusiasm to help
Australia’s rarest mammal and their efforts are greatly appreciated. The future is obviously in good hands!

(All photos provided by Guildford Grammar and included with school and parental permission).

Edge Pledge
Our ongoing Edge Pledge challenge-based fundraiser is
continuously open for anyone who wants to challenge
themselves (perhaps in a less dramatic way than the
Dawesville Bridge Swing or QV1 abseil!) and raise money for
Gilbert’s Potoroo at the same time. In September 2018,
Federation University student, Freya Fogliani, pledged to
“stand like a statue in a Potoroo pose for an hour” in the courtyard of the Ballarat campus. She completed
the challenge on October 23 and raised $209 as well as handing out 40 Gilbert’s Potoroo brochures to raise
awareness. You can view video of Freya undertaking part of her challenge here: https://bit.ly/2A5FlUj
If you want to participate in an Edge Pledge challenge you can sign up at www.edgepledge.com (be sure to
select Gilbert’s Potoroo as the species you are supporting!) or donate to support other people who are
doing, or have completed, challenges.

Donate Button
A Donate button on GPAG’s website is now up and running (and is also linked to our Facebook page). This
will make the process of donating much easier for everyone who wishes to support GPAG and the
Potoroos. All donations over $2 are Tax Deductible and you can give once or sign up to make a recurring
annual or monthly donation. Access the Donate button on the Home page of our website
https://www.potoroo.org. All donations however small are greatly appreciated.
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Awareness Raising
Threatened Species Bake Off
The Threatened Species Bake Off was launched by the Threatened Species
Commissioner in 2018 for the second year in a row ahead of Threatened
Species Day on September 7. The Bake Off aims to build awareness in the
community about Australia’s threatened wildlife, by inviting Australians to
bake a dessert that resembles a threatened species. The 2018 submissions
were judged based on the likeness to the chosen threatened species and
the creativity of the design and a People’s Choice award was given to the
creation that received the most Facebook ‘Likes’. The overall winner for
2018 was the Growling Grass Frog submitted by cesar and EnviroDNA, and
the People’s Choice Award winner with 940 Likes was the Red-tailed Blackcockatoo baked by Sally Wheeler. Gilbert’s Potoroo was also represented
this year with a cake by Marnie Giroud which received 111 Likes.
Considering the picture was uploaded only the day before judging we
think that is an amazing effort and the cake looks awesome!!

Photo: Marnie Giroud

The Spectacular Spencer Gray
Deb Fitzpatrick’s newest book in the Spencer Gray series, ‘The Spectacular
Spencer Gray’, was recently serialised for ED! Magazine in the West Australian.
An instalment was published each Tuesday throughout Term 3 of the 2018
school year, and activities associated with the serialised version of the book
were available for classroom education each week. As a result of reading the
story, one year 3 class got so interested in Gilbert’s Potoroo that they decided
to research more about the species and then created blog posts about their
discoveries. This is an excellent example of how this story has led to greater
interest and awareness of the critically endangered Gilbert’s Potoroo. Deb
Fitzpatrick is also donating a percentage of royalties from sales of ‘The
Spectacular Spencer Gray’ to the Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group. Copies can be
purchased from Fremantle Arts Press.
A book trailer for this amazing book can also be viewed at the following link: https://bit.ly/2N3Se6l

‘Potteroo’ Exhibition
Gilbey made an appearance at the opening of Lily Mercer’s ‘Potteroo’ ceramics exhibition held at the
Kidogo Art Gallery, Fremantle, on September 27. There was a very good turn out on the night and a lot of
opportunities to hand out brochures and talk to people about Gilbert’s Potoroo, a disturbing number of
whom had not realised that Potoroos were an actual animal! Lily has pledged to give 10% of all sales of
Potoroo ceramics to the Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group. Special thanks to Vanessa McGuiness for again
working her magic as Gilbey for the event. The exhibition was open for 6 days and while unfortunately no
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Potoroo sculptures were sold at the exhibition, over 80 brochures were taken by exhibition visitors over
the time. Lily’s sculptures are still available for purchase. Visit her website www.potteroo.com.au for
contact details.

Left: The advertising flyer for Lily’s exhibition

Right: Lily and Gilbey opening the exhibition.

Threatened Species Recovery Hub Road Show
On October 4 our Communications Officer Jackie Courtenay attended the Threatened Species Recovery
Hub Roadshow held in Perth. The program involved presentations by researchers from around Australia
discussing their work on threatened species recovery with a particular focus on Western Australian
projects and those with national impact. Talks were organised into a series of topics including Raising the
profile of threatened species, Collaborations to monitor and recover threatened species, Recovery actions
for threatened fauna, Saving threatened plants and Planning and managing safe havens for threatened
species which were all of direct or indirect relevance to Gilbert’s Potoroo. In the final session, participants
divided up into groups based around different themes to discuss the topics covered during the day and to
provide input into how the TSR Hub engages with the community and shares the outcomes of their
research. It was a very interesting day and provided a number of opportunities to discuss Gilbert’s Potoroo
and citizen science contributions to threatened species recovery.
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GRANTS AND SUBMISSIONS
Grant Writing Workshop
By Ken Bushell
To better understand the processes involved & ways to
structure grant applications in order to be successful, Ron
Dorn & Ken Bushell from GPAG Albany attended the half-day
workshop conducted by Volunteering WA on August 15. Both
agreed this is a complex area & following the “golden rules”
of grant writing plus the 5 step process is essential. Thanks go
to the Albany & Regional Volunteer Services for helping
volunteer groups like ours navigate this important area.

Senate Inquiry Submission
On June 27, 2018, the Senate referred Australia’s faunal extinction crisis to the Environment and
Communications Reference Committee for inquiry and report by December 4, 2018, although the deadline
for reporting has now been extended to May 29, 2019. Public hearings have been held in Melbourne,
Canberra, Hobart and Brisbane but it is unclear at this stage if hearings are planned in other cities. The
committee requested written submissions addressing the wider ecological impact of faunal extinction, the
adequacy of Commonwealth environment laws, the adequacy of existing monitoring practices, assessment
processes and compliance mechanisms for enforcing Commonwealth environmental law, and a range of
other matters. GPAG’s communications officer, Jackie Courtenay, prepared a submission focusing on
aspects of the senate inquiry that were relevant to Gilbert’s Potoroo and GPAG.
GPAG’s submission can be accessed through the following link: https://bit.ly/2BMYTh3.
If you’d like more information on the background to the Senate inquiry, you can also read Lisa Cox’s
Guardian article at the following link: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/jun/27/senateinquiry-threatened-species-crisis.

South Coast NRM Submission
In September public feedback was requested by South Coast Natural Resource Management on their Draft
“Southern Prospects” Strategy. This regional strategy guides how NRM and the community work together
to improve and maintain the South Coast environment and public review of the Draft Strategy was part of
a region wide community consultation process for the development and refinement of the Strategy. On
behalf of the Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group, feedback was submitted by Jackie Courtenay, who endorsed
the strategy and identified a number of areas in the Strategy that would provide opportunities for both
collaboration between South Coast NRM and GPAG, and for GPAG members to benefit from South Coast
NRM’s training and capacity building opportunities. The Southern Prospects Strategy was launched on
November 22 and Ken Bushell attended on behalf of GPAG.
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MERCHANDISE

CARDS: Quality hand-made cards featuring a picture
of Gilbert’s Potoroo from a watercolour by Jann van
der Helder. Blank inside.
$4 each or 5 for $16.

POSTCARDS: Featuring a photo of Gilbert’s
Potoroo by Dick Walker and information about
the Potoroo on both the front and back
$2.50 each

BUMPER STICKERS $2.50

BOOKMARKS $2.00

TEATOWELS: Printed
on 100% cotton with
some key facts about
Gilbert’s Potoroo!
$10 each or 3 for $25

STUBBY HOLDERS:
Designed by GPAG
members featuring a
photo of Gilbert’s
Potoroo by Dick
Walker.
$10 each or 2 for $15
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CAPS: Front of caps “Gilbert’s Potoroo”, Back of
caps “Help Us”. Available in dark green & yellow
(white writing) or cream and green.
$10 each

A POTOROO’S TAIL: A delightful book written and beautifully
illustrated by Albany artist Sandy O’Doherty. All profits from the
sale of the book will go to the Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group.
$15 each

PEEKABOO POTOROO & FOOEY ROOEY:
Two gorgeous stories by Jackie Lomax
about the adventures of Lyla a lost Longfooted Potoroo finding a new home with
Gilbert’s Potoroos at Two Peoples Bay.
Beautifully illustrated by Laila Savolainen.
$20 for the pair
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MERCHANDISE ORDER FORM
Item
Cards (ea)
Cards (pk of 5)
Postcards (ea)
Bumper Stickers (ea)
Bookmarks (ea)
Teatowels (ea)
Teatowels (3 pk)
Stubby Holders (ea)
Stubby Holders (2 pk)
Caps
Fridge Magnets (ea)
A Potoroos Tale
Peekaboo Potoroo &
Fooey Rooey (set of 2 bks)

Cost/item
$4.00
$16
$2.50
$2.50
$2.00
$10.00
$25.00
$10.00
$15.00
$10.00
$10.00
$2.50
$15.00

Quantity

Total Cost

Cream & Green
Solid Green

$20.00
Product total
Postage & packing (<500g)*
Add a donation?

$10.00

Total Cost
* Within Australia. Postage for larger and overseas orders will need to be costed individually depending on weight
and destination. You will be contacted by the Treasurer with a final quote for postage if your order weighs more
than 500g or you need the items sent overseas.
NAME______________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
PHONE (Work) __________________________ (Home) _____________________________
EMAIL _____________________________________________________________________

Payment Methods
DIRECT DEPOSIT: National Australia Bank; BSB: 086-518; Account Number: 54-316-8395
Please include your surname and “Merchandise” in the Reference line.
CHEQUE: Please make cheques payable to Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group Inc
Send To:

The Treasurer
Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group Inc
PO Box 654
Albany, WA 6331
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MEMBERSHIP FORM
To become a member of the GILBERT’S POTOROO ACTION GROUP, fill out the form below and either pay your
subscription by direct deposit and email the form to treasurer@potoroo.org or print out and return by mail with a
cheque enclosed. Any questions? Contact Val Hack on 0409 443 331 or Email treasurer@potoroo.org
NAME______________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
PHONE (Work) __________________________ (Home) _____________________________
EMAIL _____________________________________________________________________
Annual Subscription $10

Lifetime Membership $150

Would you like your newsletter sent by email

YES

NO

Payment Methods
DIRECT DEPOSIT: National Australia Bank; BSB: 086-518; Account Number: 54-316-8395
Please include your surname and “Membership” in the Reference line.
CHEQUE: Please make cheques payable to Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group Inc
Send To:

The Treasurer
Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group Inc
PO Box 654
Albany, WA 6331

DONATIONS
As a Nationally Registered Environmental Organization the Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group Inc. offers tax deductible
donation facilities. To claim tax benefits, your donation must be a minimum of $2 and made payable to the GPAG
Public Tax Deductible Donation Fund. Tax deductible donations can also be made through our website
www.potoroo.org.
NAME______________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
PHONE (Work) __________________________ (Home) _____________________________
EMAIL _____________________________________________________________________
Payment Methods
DIRECT DEPOSIT: National Australia Bank; BSB: 086-518; Account Number: 57-064-2101.
Please include your surname in the Reference line and email this form to treasurer@potoroo.org
CHEQUE: Please make cheques payable to Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group Inc Public Tax Deductible Donation Fund
Send To:

The Treasurer
Gilbert’s Potoroo Action Group Inc
PO Box 654
Albany, WA 6331
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